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Abstract—Software reuse through Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) is an integral part of software development.
As developers write client programs, their understanding and
usage of APIs change over time. Can we learn from long-term
changes in how developers work with APIs in the lifetime of
a client program? We propose Temporal API Usage Mining to
detect signiﬁcant changes in API usage. We describe a framework
to extract detailed models representing addition and removal of
calls to API methods over the change history of a client program.
We apply machine learning technique to these models to semiautomatically infer temporal API usage patterns, i.e., coherent
addition of API calls at different phases in the life-cycle of the
client program.
Index Terms—API Usage, API Usability, Usage Pattern, Software Reuse, Mining Software Repositories.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Software systems often reuse functionality provided by
libraries and frameworks. The software, as a client program,
reuses functionality through Application Programming Interface (API).
Despite advances in API documentation and assisting technologies [1, 4, 14], large APIs are still hard to learn [11]. A
major challenge for API users is to discover the subset of the
API that can help complete a task [11]. For large APIs, there
typically exists an overwhelming number of ways to combine
different API elements. Hence, it can be particularly helpful
to identify common usage patterns for the API.
Although many approaches have been proposed to detect
common ways to use an API (see Section V), existing technology does not provide guidance about when certain patterns
are relevant in the life-cycle of client program, or whether
there exist temporal relations between different patterns.
In this paper, we propose Temporal API Usage Pattern
Mining. Our notion of temporal API usage is founded on
the observation that cohesive subsets of an API are often
integrated into a client program at different points in the
lifetime of the client program. We based our pattern detection
strategy on the mining of the change history of API client
programs and the analysis of the addition and removal of
calls to API methods as part of transactions in a revision
control system. We developed a framework that can produce a
description of the groups of API elements (typically, methods),
that are integrated into client programs at roughly the same
time in the history of the client program, along with the order
between these groups of elements. First, we automatically
partition the life-cycle of a client program into a set of usage
phases based on the usage of an API in the client program. We

then employ a machine learning technique on the API usage
data to identify principal usage components, where a usage
component comprises a set of related API elements that were
used mostly together to implement a particular functionality.
We ﬁnally map the usage components to the detected phases
to generate the temporal usage patterns.
Knowledge of temporal API usage patterns can provide
many beneﬁts to software development organizations. For
instance, this knowledge can inform developers on the next
possible steps in using an API. Temporal usage patterns would
thus add a new dimension to existing API recommendation
systems such as API Explorer [5] and Intelligent Code Completion Systems [2]. Temporal API usage patterns can also be
used to improve developer learning resources, for example by
ensuring that tutorials cover each scenario in order.
This work is our ﬁrst step in the exploration of the potential
of temporal API usage patterns.
II. T EMPORAL API U SAGE
We observed the following temporal usage pattern scenario
during our preliminary investigation of client programs using
the HttpClient library. While initializing a HTTP connection
using the HttpClient API,1 a developer might ﬁrst add a call
to the HttpClient constructor, and also add a call to the methods
of the class UserNamePasswordCredentials, with user name and
password. This API usage pattern establishes a basic interaction point with the HTTP server. Once this code is working, the developer may want to assess the connection status
with the server by calling the HttpMethodBase.getStatusText(. . . )
and comparing the responses with the API ﬁelds such as
HttpStatus.SC OK and HttpStatus.SC NOT FOUND. In later development, the developer may call the methods of GetMethod to
retrieve contents from the server. We are interested in detecting
the various phases of development, the API elements used in
each phase, and the ordering between phases. In our example,
one client program may establish the connection in the ﬁrst
phase, and then implement error handling in the next phase,
whereas another client program may establish the connection
ﬁrst and then message retrieval and posting conﬁgurations in
the next phase. However, in both cases, a connection to the
HTTP server is required to proceed to the next phase.
For a given API and client program, the structure of
temporal usage patterns we detect corresponds to a sequence
1 http://hc.apache.org/
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A client evolution represents a timeseries of
client changes (add, remove) based on an API
for each time point (transaction timestamp)

An observation matrix has set of methods and
fields used with different numeric values
with possible duplicates over time
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the client program change data and identify the underlying
concept that was implemented using the API elements. Fifth,
we automatically locate the concepts that were implemented
inside each usage phase and generate the temporal usage
pattern, where each phase contains one or more concepts in
temporal order.
Each of the ﬁve steps are supported by our infrastructure.
In the following subsections, we brieﬂy explain the techniques
behind the ﬁve steps. All steps are fully automated except the
fourth step, where human guidance is necessary.
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Temporal API Usage Analysis Framework

of phases {P1 , . . . , Pn } where a phase object Pi = (l, C) is a
tuple comprising a phase label l and a set C = {c1 , . . . , cm }
of groups ci of API elements (methods and ﬁelds) that tend to
be used together in a phase (but not necessarily in the same
revision control transaction). We call such groups of elements
concepts. For example, for an API A used in a client program
S, our approach can detect the temporal usage pattern:
TA,S =

{(Intro, {{m1 , m2 } → {m3 , m4 }}),
(Cleanup, {{m3 , m4 }})}

which indicates that an Intro phase was detected where groups
of methods {m1 , m2 } and {m3 , m4 } were introduced and the
group {m1 , m2 } was introduced before the group {m3 , m4 }.
The intro phase was followed by a Cleanup phase, where a
group of methods was involved (typically, removed).
III. A NALYSIS F RAMEWORK
The input to our approach is the source history of a client
program that uses the API of interest and the output is a
temporal usage pattern as described above.
Figure 1 shows the steps that we perform to mine the
temporal API usage patterns. The arrows from the top to
bottom show the ﬂow of the analysis. We incorporate the
execution step number of each arrow inside a circle. First,
we collect client program history with respect to the API of
interest, where each change in the client program is either
an addition of the API element inside the client program
or a removal of an API element from the client program
at a particular time. Second, we automatically partition the
timeseries of client program changes into a number of distinct
phases. Each phase contains an interval with a start day and an
end day indicating distinct usage characteristics in the client
program based on the API. For example, a phase may indicate
a signiﬁcant increase in the usage of the API over a short
interval, when several API functionality were introduced in
the client program. Third, we label the phases based on a
number of heuristics, e.g., a phase with a high churn would
be labelled burst. Fourth, we detect co-used API elements in

Step 1: Change history processing. We convert the unstructured textual differences between ﬁles versions in the client
program using SemDiff [3] into a database of transactions
where all additions and removal of references to methods and
ﬁelds of the API of interest are recorded.
The output of this step is a set of transactions R =
{r1 , ..., rn }. Each transaction ri = (tsi , {δi,1 , ..., δi,m }) consists of a time stamp (ts) and a set of deltas, where a delta
δ = (a, e) is an action a ∈ {+, −} and e, the name of
an API element. The action indicates whether a reference
to the API element e was added or removed as part of the
delta. For example, let us assume that during the change
history of a client program, two ﬁles are modiﬁed as part
of a transaction. In the ﬁrst ﬁle, three calls to API method
ma are added, one call to API method mb is removed,
and one call to API ﬁeld fc is added. This transaction
would then consist of the timestamp along with ﬁve deltas:
{(+, ma ), (+, ma ), (+, ma ), (−, mb ), (+, fc )}.
Step 2: Phase detection. We split the change history of the
client program into different phases (non-overlapping intervals). Intuitively, a phase represents a period of development
time that does not present any major discontinuities in the
amount of interactions with the API of interest that is added
or removed from the client program.
We partition the changes related to the API to identify
usage phases. We detect each phase interval by analyzing
the deltas in a client program using a sliding window-based
approach. The inputs to the algorithm are the daily totals for
each day during which the API was used in transactions in the
client program. The output is a set of non-overlapping phase
intervals, each containing a start day and an end day.
The daily total of a day is the total number of deltas for
that day, which includes all the transactions whose time-stamp
falls within the 24-hour period corresponding to that day. The
window size is 90 days, and the sliding window step size
is 7 days. We determined these thresholds based on early
experimentation with the approach.
We start with the ﬁrst day when the API was ﬁrst introduced
in the client program, perform the sliding window-based
interval detection approach, and then move to the day that was
7 days later. At each step, we compute the mean and standard
deviation of the daily totals for the window starting from the
day to the next 90 days. If there is a signiﬁcant deviation
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(e.g., the mean+standard deviation of the present window is
twice bigger than the mean+standard deviation of the previous
window) in terms of API usage detected at a step, we identify
that as a potential phase interval based on our algorithm.
Step 3: Phase labeling. We automatically (and heuristically)
label each phase in terms of the type of interactions with
the API that best represent the phase. We determined ﬁve
categories based on our experience and empirical observation:
Intro, BuildUp, Burst, Incremental and Cleanup. A phase can
appear multiple times in the lifetime of a client program, and
we do not expect the sequence of phases to be the same for all
client programs. Intuitively, we deﬁne the phases as follows.
Intro starts when the API is ﬁrst introduced. During the Burst
phase, new API references are added and the API is accessed
more intensely than in other phases. The BuildUp phase shows
an upward increase in the addition of new API references, but
not as high as the Burst phase. During the Incremental phase,
the amount of new API references introduced may be below
the above mentioned three phases. During the Cleanup phase,
API interaction consists mostly of removal of API references.
Our phase labeling heuristics take into account three metrics: New functionality Added (α), Total Usage (β), Add to
Remove (γ).
• New Functionality Added (α): This metric captures the
importance of a phase in terms of new API references
to the client program. The Burst and BuildUp phases are
expected to have larger α values. In Equation 1, ni is the
total number of new API references during phase i, and
K is the total number of phases detected over the client
program’s lifetime.
ni
(1)
α = �K
i ni
•

Total Usage (β): We measure the fraction of deltas (i.e.,
addition or removal of API references) observed in a
phase with respect to the total deltas committed over
the client program’s lifetime. We expect this metric to
be higher for a Burst phase. An Incremental phase may
show a high value as well, if it is very long (e.g., at least
6 months). In Equation 2, pi is the total deltas committed
inside a phase i, and K is the number of phases detected
over the client program’s lifetime.
pi
β = �K

i=1

•

pi

(2)

Add To Remove (γ): We measure the contribution of
a phase in terms of the retained deltas. We expect this
metric to have a value close to 0 for a Cleanup phase, with
minimal adds but higher number of removals in deltas.
In Equation 3, a is the total number of deltas added and
r is the total number of deltas removed inside a phase.
a
(3)
γ=
r

Step 4: Concept detection. We use a machine learning technique on the transactions retrieved in step 1 to automatically
detect groups of API elements that are often used together
(these groups are called concepts). We then manually label
the concepts. We use the machine learning approach Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [7] to detect the co-used elements,
e.g., in particular, more than one element of HttpClient might
be used to implement a concept.
We employed the MATLAB tool princomp2 to perform PCA.
The input to princomp is a M xN daily observation matrix
O, with M rows corresponding to M days. Each day maps
to N API elements in N columns, with each column entry
containing the total number of deltas of that API element
on that day. For example, suppose an API has two methods
m1 and m2 and was used in days D1 and D2. During day
D1, m1 was called (added and removed) 3 times and m2
2 times. During day D2, m1 was called 0 times and m2 4
times. We then deﬁne: O = {D1(3, 2), D2(0, 4)}. We group
transactions by day to have a larger set of API elements than a
transaction and to facilitate the detection of concepts that were
implemented in more than one transactions. The output from
PCA is a set of components, with each component representing
a set of API elements that were mostly used together. We
term those components as concepts by manually tagging the
components based on the coherence of the API functionality
between the elements of each component (e.g., establishing a
HTTP connection).
Step 5: Pattern generation. We automatically assign concepts to phases and generate the ﬁnal temporal API usage
pattern. We generate temporal usage pattern of an API in a
client program by placing each detected concept inside the
phase(s), where the concept was implemented. The inputs to
the algorithm are the phases and the concepts. The output
is a temporal usage pattern as described in Section II. The
algorithm runs for every detected phase and determines which
concepts were implemented inside the phase. We determine
the implementation day of a concept inside a phase by automatically locating the day when the concept was implemented
inside the phase.
IV. C ASE S TUDY
We are currently investigating the effectiveness of our
approach and the usefulness of temporal usage patterns using
a collective case study [12]. In a collective case study, an
issue is selected, and it is analyzed using multiple cases.
The issue for this study is “Whether the temporal usage
analysis of an API in different client programs will provide
useful insights to learn and use the API”. We have selected
multiple cases (i.e., APIs) and applied our approach in each
case. We adopted an embedded design approach for this
case study by mining temporal usage patterns from multiple
units of analysis (i.e., client programs). We selected three
APIs (java.util, java.security, and HttpClient) that satisﬁed the
2 http://www.mathworks.com/help/toolbox/stats/princomp.html
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purposeful maximal sampling process (i.e., they differ enough
to illustrate different perspectives on the issue investigated),
that were too large to learn within a short time, and that
were widely used in different client program. We selected
multiple open source client programs that used at least one
of the three APIs, that were active for at least 5 years, and
that comprised at least 5K non-blank lines of Java code. All
the client programs were developed for different domains.
We applied our approach on all the client programs for each
API, e.g., we identify and label phases in a client program
three times, i.e., once for each API. We are still analyzing
the results, but we already found examples of patterns such
as the ones presented in Section II. We are also reviewing
the documentation of these three APIS and we observed
that these patterns could potentially be used to improve the
documentation.

that are implemented in distinct development phases. We are
currently evaluating our technique by analyzing open source
client programs and investigating how their usage of three
APIs evolved.
Considering its high level of automation, we believe that
the initial development of our technique holds promise to help
learn more about an API usage and inform both API developers and consumers. Future work will target improvements in
the concept detection phase, to further ease the manual tagging
effort and the extraction of reference temporal usage patterns.
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